DEVELOP FUTURE PRODUCTION ROCKSTARS
Teaching with industry-leading tools from Ross provides students with the foundation needed to become top industry operators.

Teach production workflow
Technology has enabled whole new ways of producing and delivering television and Ross can help modernize your curriculum to ground students in traditional methods while expanding their knowledge into new areas like automated production, augmented reality and social media.

Invest in flexibility
Easily transform a control room to suit different types of productions - from news to sports to live auditorium productions and everything in between.

Scale your solution
Ross has a deep portfolio of products, enabling you to start small and add equipment as the educational program grows.
**Ross News Solutions for Education**

- XPression
  - Designer friendly, easily building complicated Graphics
  - Easy to use and operate
  - Full MOS integration
  - Software Defined to add Channels and features as needed
  - Organize assets for graphics and for video production workflows
  - Placeholders available for Graphics and Production workflows
  - Integrates with XPression, Tria News and Inception

- Tria News
  - Highly popular Mid Sized Production Switcher
  - Easy to learn and operate
  - Big switcher power at a fraction of the price
  - Robust Hardware with multiple Panel and frame Options
  - Built for News production
  - Multiple codec support
  - MOS Compliant when paired with Streamline
  - 1 Input and 4 Outputs
  - Integrates with SAN Storage

- OverDrive
  - #1 Automated Production Control System
  - Control all Devices for flawless production execution
  - Full MOS Support
  - Control both Ross and 3rd Party Devices

- Streamline
  - Manage live event rundowns with multi-user collaboration
  - Messaging and alert notifications
  - Publish to web and social
  - Search for user generated content on social media and push directly to onscreen graphics
  - Local and cloud hosted options available
  - Manage live event rundowns with multi-user collaboration

- Carbonite
  - EVO Shared Storage
  - Direct Connect
  - Network
  - Integrates with SAN Storage

- Inception
  - Local and cloud hosted options
  - Manage live event rundowns with multi-user collaboration
  - Messaging and alert notifications
  - Publish to web and social
  - Search for user generated content on social media and push directly to onscreen graphics

- XPression Studio + MOS Tools
  - SDI
  - ACID + CamBot + PIVOT

- OverDrive Premium
  - OverDrive Side Box Modules
    - Side Shot
    - Side Slide
    - Side Stick
  - SDI
  - CTRL

- OverDrive Side Box Modules
  - Side Shot
  - Side Slide
  - Side Stick
  - SDI
  - CTRL